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About This Content

The SPECACT kit upgrades have arrived on PC! PC players can now change how their soldiers look on the battlefield with this
additional downloadable content. With the 4 kit-specific unique uniforms and the camouflaged SPECACT personal M16A2,

UMP-45, MG3 and a gun metal black M95 SNIPER, you have a visual edge on the Battlefield, showing that you’re a force to be
reckoned with.

Recruited strictly from other high-level Special Operations units such as Delta Force and Spetsnaz, the Special Activities groups
– SPECACT – are the elite of the elite, used mainly for covert operations and other high-risk missions in areas where

conventional troops cannot be used.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP
Processor: Core 2 Duo @ 2.0GHz
Memory: 2GB
Graphics: 256 MB Video Card (GeForce 7800 GT / ATI X1900)
DirectX®: DirectX 9, 10, and 11 support
Hard Drive: 15 GB
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A Small Robot Story is a great retro-styled platformer, and if you're a fan of Mega Man or Mario, you should definitely give it a
shot.. Literally the cutest thing ever.. very good and recogmend this to anyone. It cures OCD along with autism. its easy to sea
that this game is porly mate. and they only made it to get a quick $$$
here are resons why i dont like the game.

1. crops take forever to grow and nothing to do while you wait.

2. when theres winter ther isnt any snow around the houses just sand or grass.

3.its not worth 5$. Genuinely tense experience! 8\/10

This game has now become a staple when I introduce friends and family to VR...

You'll be putting your spacial hearing to the test trying to work out exactly where the raptor is coming from....and as it gets later
in the night you'll be spinning circles trying to work out where the buggers are coming from.
. Do not by this game. No updates so far and gameplay is bad. One of the worst games i ever played.. At this point, the game is
just a nice little "time waster", in the good way, of course. Since there's pretty much no goal in the game than just join or host a
game and start punching sticks around, it can become boring quickly. But i'm sure if the devs play their cards right and keep
expanding the game, it will be something even better! But if they have decided this is the final "full version" of the game, it's
fine with me too.
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You play a pair of highway patrolmen with speech impediment who are possibly autistic or otherwise have special needs. The
game plays more akin to Driv3r or a little bit like Need for Speed Underground rather than something like Burnout or Flatout.
Overall I’d say 3/5 – get it for cheap and enjoy it if you like fun driving games.
The good:
• I think it looks beautiful and the city design is fun and immersive
• Driving while not super realistic is a lot of fun
• Kind of cool cop things to do like shoot cars and release RC bomb robots
• Solid brainless fun
The bad:
• Mini-map and check points frequent all you can eat♥♥♥♥♥♥buffets
• OMG that voice acting
• Crashes feel like hard rubber slapping together and don’t really add anything
• Many open ended aspects of the game are not well laid out
Other thoughts:
• Driving sometimes feels a bit plasticy but it’s not necessarily a bad thing – just more of an arcade feel than a sim feel.
• It’s obviously a European city with all European signs and♥♥♥♥♥♥so if you speak European maybe you’d get more Easter
eggs out of it.
. This is a very good route, so much so that I would go so far as to recommend it at full price, a distinguishment that let's face it,
few DLCs are worthy of. The route captures the era and the rolling North-Eastern countryside very well, and all parts are a
pleasure to drive, especially the Wear valley. The flagship loco of the route, the Class 25, is of very high quality, including the
sounds, and is a pleasure to drive. The Class 37, 08 and 101 are showing their age but nonetheless suffice.

I have but one major gripe with the route, and that is with the overuse of combined stop-distant signals and inaccurate
performance of distant signals in the route. Along the mainline parts of the route, almost every signal is a combined signal. This
would blatantly not have been the case. Furthermore, in parts of the route where the signalling is actually correct (ie 1 distant to
a box), the distant does not act prototypically, and merely shows the aspect of the first stop signal of the box. This has lead me to
being caught out in scenarios as I find myself with 200m to slow down from linespeed, as the last stop signal of a box was On
while the distant preceding it showed clear.

One other minor issue is that there is no Quick Drive paths to\/from Middleton-in-Teesdale.

Even considering the major issue of the non-prototypical signalling, I have to recommend this route based on the high quality of
the rolling stock and the sheer beauty of the landscape it is set it.. Have a walk around a few well made scenes for free... its not
goint to change your world but lets hope its a hint of what might be if Deus Ex ever released a VR game. Locamotion is steared
with head (EWWW) should be with hand not head, will cause motion sickness for many. You can't interact with anything or do
anything other than walk around, spent 10 mins having a look and probably won't ever load agian, but hay, its free and shows
some good level of detail.. I had played this game quite a bit. Somewhat grindy, but I still loved it.
A pretty novel (to me, anyway) concept of a level 1 hero and relationships and such, along with all the battles and home building
from rpgmaker.
Though now it seems that my save file were replaced with two I never seen before, rendering all my progress for naught.
Due to that, I can't really recommend this game until it's resolved as I'm sure that losing all your progress is something nobody
likes.

Edit: It turns out the problem was addressed, though my own response to this is very late, will try out the game again!. A
psychedelic romper* dream-world/after-life exploration into the unknown.

* http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=td1KAgrYUGA. Doesn't portray the Japanese realistically
They should be cannibalizing captured American soldiers and burning down villages.. Java gaming FTW!
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